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In the paper [I] Ch ow, Dunninger, and Lasota give an indirect proof of the 
following maximum principle: If u is a real-valued G’(4) function on the 
interval [a, 61 which satisfies the inequalities 
d4)(x) > 0, XE(U, b) (1) 
u’(a) > 0, u’(b) < 0, (2) 
then u attains its minimum at a or b. 
We wish to remark that it seems more natural to obtain this result directly 
from the easily derived representation 
u(x) = J” k(x, Y) uC4Y Y> dY + PC@) 44 
; cl&) 44 + Pd.4 e4 - PI@) ~‘(b>, (3) 
where the kernel 
1 
(36x + 3ay - ux - by - 2aB - 2xy)(b - x)‘( y - a)“/6(b -u)~, 
4%Y) = 
U<Y<X, 
(36~7 + 3ns - bx - uy -- 2ab - 2xy)(b - Y)~(x - ~)~/6(6 -u)~, 
x,<y<b, 
and 
p,,(x) = (2x - 3n + b)(b - @/(b - CZ)~, 
q,,(x) = (3b - 2x - a)(x - @/(b - t~)~, 
pi(x) = (b - ix)” (ST - a)/(b - u)~, 
ql(x) = (b - x)(x - a)z/(b - a>‘. 
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The maximum principle follows trivially from the observation that 12, p,, 
q. , p, , ql are all non-negative functions on [a, 61. 
Ry differentiating (3) and computing 
i =0,1,2,3, 
we obtain as a bonus the following: If IL and U’ vanish at a and b and 1 d4)/ < M 
on (a, b), then on (a, b) 
i zP)[ < Ci(b - a)“-i‘W, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, (4) 
where the constants C,, --: l/384, C, = 31;2/216, C, = l/24, C’a = l/2. 
(Incidentally, these constants are best possible, as they are all attained for 
the function U(X) = (b - x)” (x - a)2/24.) 
From (4) follows immediately the discmjugacy condition: If the constants 
llil, , i =’ 0, I, 2, 3, satisfy 
f C,(b - q-i Mi < 1, 
&=I 
then the only solution of the inequality 
withy and y’ vanishing at a and b is y ~3 0. The inequality (5) is a considerable 
improvement over the inequality (7) of [I], and correspondingly improves 
the Theorem 2 there. 
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